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abstract: Intensive and size-selective harvesting is an evolutionary driver of life history as well as individual behavioral traits. Yet
whether and to what degree harvesting modiﬁes the collective behavior of exploited species are largely unknown. We present a multigeneration harvest selection experiment with zebraﬁsh, Danio rerio, as a
model species to understand the effects of size-selective harvesting
on shoaling behavior. The experimental system is based on a largeharvested (typical of most wild-capture ﬁsheries targeting larger size
classes) and small-harvested (typical of specialized ﬁsheries and
gape-limited predators targeting smaller size classes) selection lines.
By combining high-resolution tracking of ﬁsh behavior with computational agent-based modeling, we show that shoal cohesion changed
in the direction expected by a trade-off between individual vigilance
and the use of social cues. In particular, we document a decrease of
individual vigilance in the small-harvested line, which was linked
to an increase in the attention to social cues, favoring more cohesive
shoals. Opposing outcomes were found for the large-harvested line,
which formed less cohesive shoals. Using the agent-based model,
we outline possible consequences of changes in shoaling behavior
for both ﬁshing and natural mortality. The changes in shoaling induced by large size-selective harvesting may decrease ﬁshing mortality but increase mortality by natural predators. Our work suggests an
insofar overlooked evolutionary mechanism by which size-selective
harvesting can affect ﬁshing and natural mortality of exploited ﬁsh.
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Introduction
Size-selective mortality is an important evolutionary driver
in ﬁshes that typically suffer greater natural mortality in juvenile than in adult stages (Sogard 1997; Lorenzen 2000).
Human activities, speciﬁcally capture ﬁsheries, profoundly
alter the natural mortality-based ﬁtness landscape by increasing adult mortality to levels hardly ever experienced
in the evolutionary history of most ﬁsh populations (Heino
et al. 2015). Size-selective mortality imposed by ﬁshing can
foster adaptive responses in terms of life history as well as
physiological and behavioral traits (Conover and Munch
2002; Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015; Andersen et al. 2018;
Sbragaglia et al. 2021b). Fishing can also affect shoaling
(i.e., ﬁsh that socially group together, from simply aggregating
and interacting in time and space to directed and coordinating
movements), with potential consequences for population
dynamics and food web functioning (Sbragaglia et al. 2021a).
However, the mechanisms through which size-selective
harvesting affects shoaling behavior are largely unexplored.
Shoaling behavior has strong adaptive value in many
ﬁsh species, reducing predation risk, increasing foraging
efﬁciency, and reducing energetic costs (Hamilton 1971;
Krause and Ruxton 2002; Ward and Webster 2016). For
example, a classic expectation is that ﬁsh increase shoal
cohesion in the presence of predation risk because more
cohesive, denser, and coordinated groups can more effectively confound predators and consequently reduce individual risk of predation (Milinski 1977). Shoaling behavior is complex and can be simultaneously inﬂuenced by
several variables, including predation risk (Pitcher et al.
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1996), food availability (Schaerf et al. 2017), and light levels (Milne et al. 2005). In particular, the trade-off between
individual vigilance (i.e., the frequency of environmental
scans to detect possible threats) and time spent feeding
is a crucial aspect in determining shoaling behavior in
ﬁshes (Krause and Godin 1996; Pitcher et al. 1996). However, because being in groups demands attention to social cues, there is also a trade-off between shoaling and
individual vigilance. For example, in three-spined sticklebacks, Gasterosteus aculeatus, more aligned individuals respond slower to an external cue (MacGregor et al. 2020),
and in herring, Clupea harengus, solitary individuals respond faster to an external cue than shoaling individuals
(Domenici and Batty 1997). Therefore, an increase of individual vigilance could weaken social grouping and hence
shoal cohesion. Vigilance can also be affected by group
size (Beauchamp 2003, 2008; Ward et al. 2011) and social behavior (e.g., territorial aggression; Hess et al. 2016).
Shoaling behavior is also a key driver of catchability in ﬁsheries (Parrish 1999); thus, changes in shoaling will affect
ﬁsheries outcomes (Sbragaglia et al. 2021a). Considering
that collective behavior has shown rapid evolution in response to artiﬁcial selection in guppies, Poecilia reticulata
(Kotrschal et al. 2020), size-selective harvesting could have
the potential of driving rapid evolutionary changes by moving the ﬁtness landscape of shoaling behavior away from
natural optima (Heino et al. 2015). While a corresponding
adaptation to the new ﬁtness landscape is likely to reduce
exposure of ﬁsh to harvesting, it might constitute a novel
pressure to exploited populations by increasing natural
mortality.
The collective mechanisms governing shoaling behavior
in ﬁsh and other animals can be explained by simple interaction rules among individuals that are inﬂuenced by their
respective neighbors (Couzin and Krause 2003; HerbertRead et al. 2011; Calovi et al. 2018). Major group-level behavioral transitions can be triggered by minor changes in
social interactions at the individual level (Couzin et al.
2002). Therefore, size-selective harvesting could affect shoaling behavior by changing individual behavioral traits that
inﬂuence the interaction rules that drive group behavior.
In this context, how shoal cohesion is inﬂuenced by the
trade-off between individual vigilance and the use of social
cues or directly by responding to perceived risk is to our
knowledge largely unexplored in general and in response
to size-selective harvesting more speciﬁcally. Because of
nontrivial connections between individual-level and grouplevel behavior, it is important to complement experimental
data with agent-based models to (1) identify emergent effects due to self-organized collective behavior not directly
“encoded” in individual behavior (Buhl et al. 2006; Couzin
et al. 2002, 2011) and (2) investigate the mechanisms and
consequences of changes in individual-level behavior on
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the dynamic of the group (Jolles et al. 2019; Sbragaglia
et al. 2021a).
We take advantage of a long-term artiﬁcial selection
experiment of zebraﬁsh, Danio rerio, as a model shoaling
species to understand the effects of size-selective harvesting on shoaling behavior and test potential consequences
for natural and ﬁshing mortality. Zebraﬁsh is a smallbodied species with bimodal shoaling behavior that can
be characterized according to group polarization, ranging
from simple social grouping to directed and coordinating movements (Miller and Gerlai 2012). Research on the
behavior of zebraﬁsh in the wild suggests that zebraﬁsh also
regularly shoal in rivers and ponds (Spence et al. 2008;
Suriyampola et al. 2016), but environmental conditions can
affect such behavior. For example, zebraﬁsh from slowﬂowing rivers form smaller and less cohesive groups than
zebraﬁsh from fast-ﬂowing rivers, and predation risk is suggested to increase shoal cohesion both in the wild (Suriyampola et al. 2016) and in the laboratory (Speedie and Gerlai
2008). Swimming in groups can also increase food exploitation in zebraﬁsh, collectively emphasizing the adaptive
value that shoaling has for this species (Harpaz and Schneidman 2020). In terms of swimming behavior, zebraﬁsh
exhibits a burst-coast swimming pattern that is characterized
by active and passive modes (Harpaz et al. 2017). During the
active mode, zebraﬁsh are sensitive to the swimming patterns of conspeciﬁcs (Harpaz et al. 2017) and consequently
to other stimuli related to perceived risk and vigilance. Overall, zebraﬁsh is a suitable candidate model to test how sizeselective harvesting evolutionarily affects the trade-off between individual vigilance and social information and its
relative impact on shoal cohesion.
In our experimental system, artiﬁcial selection has been
imposed on wild-collected zebraﬁsh populations (UusiHeikkilä et al. 2015); therefore, the mechanisms investigated
here could be relevant for wild shoaling ﬁsh populations exposed to intense directional selection. The experimental lines
were subjected to ﬁve generations of opposing size-selective
harvesting (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015): large-harvested line
(larger individuals harvested; a common scenario in many
ﬁsheries worldwide and in the presence of predators where
large individuals are selectively preyed on), small-harvested
line (smaller individuals harvested; a possible scenario in
speciﬁc ﬁsheries or in the presence of gape-limited predators that preferentially feed on the smaller size classes), and
random-harvested line (control). Previous results revealed
substantial changes in life history, body size, gene expression, and allele frequencies as well as individual and group
behavioral traits (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015, 2016, 2017; Sbragaglia et al. 2019a, 2019b, 2021b; Roy et al. 2021). In particular, the small-harvested line increased group boldness
during feeding and after simulated predator attacks, while
the large-harvested line showed opposed but weaker effects
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on group boldness compared with the control line (Sbragaglia et al. 2021b). Here, we refer to boldness as a personality trait linked to the tendency to take risks in the presence
of predation threats (Réale et al. 2007), while we refer to individual vigilance as the number of environmental scans by
an individual per unit time, which is a state mediated by a
speciﬁc sensory machinery and further affected by ﬁsh
personality, such as boldness. Considering that vigilance
is generally assumed to be the most effective method for
detecting predators (Elgar 1989; Roberts 1996), we assumed
that boldness is negatively linked to vigilance (i.e., bolder
individuals are less vigilant than shyer ones), as demonstrated for perch, Perca ﬂuviatilis (Goldenberg et al. 2014).
Consequently, we expect changes in shoal cohesion by assuming a link between boldness, vigilance, and the use of
social cues.
We hypothesized that the evolutionary effect of sizeselective harvesting on shoaling behavior is based on the
trade-off between individual vigilance and the use of social
cues (Krause and Ruxton 2002), where an increase of indi-

vidual vigilance is linked to a decrease of attention to social
cues, with consequences in emerging shoal cohesion. We
further assumed that the decrease in boldness in the largeharvested line would be linked to an increase of individual
vigilance, fostering a decrease of shoal cohesion, as shy individuals would put more weight on environmental scanning and thus would pay less attention to conspeciﬁcs (vice
versa for the small-harvested line). We used a computational modeling approach to identify the individual-level
mechanism driving the possible differences in shoal cohesion among the selection lines (ﬁg. 1). Speciﬁcally, we
present a nonevolutionary burst-coast, agent-based model
to link individual-level traits (e.g., individual vigilance modeled as burst rate using environmental vs. social cues) to
group-level emergent properties, such as shoal cohesion
(ﬁg. 1). We used high-resolution tracking of individual ﬁsh
within groups to calibrate and ﬁt the model to experimental data. This allowed us to assess to what extent the use of
environmental versus social cues drives changes in shoal cohesion as adaptation to multiple generations of size-selective

Figure 1: The integrative research framework used here is presented according to four major blocks. Experimental evolution in wild-collected
zebraﬁsh was used to test the effect of size-selective harvesting on shoaling behavior (selection occurred during the ﬁrst ﬁve generations and
then stopped for eight additional generations; see “Methods”). Behavioral tracking of individual ﬁsh within shoals was performed to measure
individual (e.g., speed) as well as group (e.g., shoal cohesion) variables among size-selective harvesting treatments as an outcome of experimental evolution that is considered ﬁxed after selection was halted. Computational modeling was based on a nonevolutionary framework
and was used to underpin the mechanisms governing changes in shoaling behavior observed after ﬁve generations of selection. The agent-based
model was calibrated using the experimental results of behavioral tracking. Next, we obtained an indirect measurement of individual vigilance
using a model parameter ﬁtting. Finally, the model was used to simulate different ecological scenarios with the goal to assess how changes in
shoaling behavior in response to size-selective harvesting could affect natural and ﬁshing mortality. Zebraﬁsh picture source: https://
commons.wikimedia.org.
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harvest (ﬁg. 1). Last, with the model representations of
the selection lines, we simulated shoaling behavior using
a nonevolutionary model in the presence of a natural
predator or ﬁshing gear to explore how size-selective harvesting could affect mortality in natural and ﬁshing contexts
(ﬁg. 1). In summary, our article presents novel experimental
data on the possible evolutionary effect of size-selective harvesting on shoaling behavior, theory and modeling to mechanistically explain the underlying processes driving the
observed changes, and simulated consequences to predict
possible effects on ﬁshing and natural mortality.
Methods
Selection Lines
Our study system consisted of wild-collected zebraﬁsh
from West Bengal in India (for more details, see UusiHeikkilä et al. 2017, 2010). The parental wild-collected population was experimentally harvested over ﬁve generations
(Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015) by exposing them to strong directional selection (a harvest rate of 75% per generation) for
either small body size (large-harvested line) or large body
size (small-harvested line). A third line was harvested randomly with respect to size and used as a control (randomharvested, or control, line). Each selection line was replicated twice, which adds up to six selection lines. After ﬁve
generations the harvesting was stopped for eight further
generations until F13—a time when the present experimental trials took place. At F9 the large-harvested line
revealed evolution of a smaller adult length and weight
and higher relative fecundity compared with the control
line (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015). By contrast, the smallharvested line showed reduced reproductive investment
and no change in adult length compared with the control
line (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015). Both size-selected lines
matured smaller and at a younger age than the control
line (for more details, see Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015). These
differences persisted until F13 (Sbragaglia et al. 2019a,
2019b), which suggests that harvesting-induced evolution
of life history became ﬁxed over eight generations without
selection pressure and did not recover to control conditions
until F13. Overall, the size-selective harvesting fostered changes
in energy allocation patterns, with the large-harvested line
investing early and intensively in reproduction and the
small-harvested line investing early but at low intensity in
gonad production and more intensively in somatic growth.
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selected six groups of eight juvenile zebraﬁsh at 30 days
after fertilization for each of the selection lines, which consisted of about 450 zebraﬁsh per selection line (N p 12
groups per selection treatment). The 36 groups were
housed in 3-L rearing boxes in random order on shelves
of the same holding system. Throughout the experiment
zebraﬁsh were fed ad lib. with dry food (TetraMin, Tetra),
and the water temperature was maintained at 267C5
0:57C with a 12L∶12D photoperiod (light on at 07:00 and
off at 19:00). All trials were run between 09:00 and 14:00.
We started the experimental trials 2 h after light on to
avoid measuring mating behavior that usually occurs in
the ﬁrst hours after light on (Darrow and Harris 2004).
The movement of the ﬁsh from the rearing boxes to the experimental tanks was conducted by gently pouring them
together with the water from the stocking box. The experimental protocols were approved by the Committee on
Ethics and Animal Welfare (CEEA-OH 491/2019).
Shoaling Trial
We performed the shoaling trials with the groups of eight
zebraﬁsh at two time points (150 and 190 days after fertilization, when all individuals were adults). Shoaling was
measured in a white, round arena (diameter of 49 cm) with
10 cm of water. The arena was placed on a table behind a
white curtain to minimize disturbance to the ﬁsh during
the experimental trials. We recorded behavior using a webcam (resolution: 1,920#1,080 pixels; frame rate: 30 frames
per second) from about 1 m above the arena. Zebraﬁsh
were introduced in the experimental arena and left undisturbed for 25 min before starting the experimental trial.
Video recording lasted 5 min, and afterward we measured
the standard length of each ﬁsh on a petri dish with millimeter paper and anesthetized the ﬁsh using a clove oil
dilution in ethanol and water. First, to test repeatability of
shoaling behavior, we analyzed the video recordings at both
time points (150 and 190 days after fertilization) with automated behavioral tracking (EthoVision XT 9, Noldus Information Technologies; https://www.noldus.com/). Then
to get individual trajectories, we also analyzed the video
recordings at 190 days after fertilization with the idTracker
software. The software extracts speciﬁc characteristics of
each individual and uses them to identify each ﬁsh without
tagging (Pérez-Escudero et al. 2014).
Data Analysis

Experimental Design
We assume an evolutionary steady state of behavior at F13
(i.e., changes in phenotypes are ﬁxed) and compare selection treatments (large- and small-harvested lines) with the
control treatment (random-harvested line). We randomly

We ﬁrst extracted measures of mean interindividual distance (i.e., the average distance of a given ﬁsh from all of
the other ﬁsh in the arena) from the output of the group
tracking (150 and 190 days after fertilization), where we
were not able to distinguish the individual ﬁsh within the
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shoal. Then we characterized the output of individual
tracking of shoaling behavior at 190 days after fertilization
according to three group-level variables: interindividual
distance, nearest-neighbor distance (NND; i.e., the distance from a focal ﬁsh to its closest neighbor averaged over
all ﬁsh), and polarization (i.e., the absolute value of the
mean heading direction). We considered only the frames
where all the shoal members were correctly detected (30
of the 36 trials were used; N p 10 for each line treatment).
We also calculated individual-level variables, such as speed
and burst rate. In this case, the output of the behavioral
tracking was ﬁltered by excluding frames with a probability
of correctly identifying an individual below 0.85. This increased the tracking quality but reduced the number of
trials used in the individual analysis (18 of the 36 trials were
used; N p 6 for each line treatment). The modeling approach explained below focused on burst and coast phases;
therefore, individual identiﬁcation was vital because properties of the burst phase, such as its duration and rate, can
be corrupted by tracking inaccuracy. Assuming that the remaining inaccuracy was random, we used a moving average with a Gaussian kernel to correct it (ﬁgs. S6, S7; ﬁgs. S1–
S12 are available online).
Statistical Approach for Behavioral Data
The measures of mean interindividual distance derived
from the group behavioral tracking at 150 and 190 days after fertilization were transformed by ﬁnding the exponent
l, which makes the values of the response variable as
normally distributed as possible with a simple power transformation. Next, we calculated the adjusted repeatability
(i.e., after controlling for ﬁxed effects of selection lines) according to Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010). The replicates
of the selection lines were used as additional random intercepts in the model. The results of the individual tracking
at 190 days after fertilization were analyzed as follows.
Group (interindividual distance, NND, and polarization)
and individual (body size, speed, and burst rate) measurements were l transformed as reported above. Then response variables were modeled using linear mixed effects
models with selection lines as ﬁxed effects and selection
line replicates as random intercepts. Likelihood ratio tests
were used to assess the signiﬁcant effect of selection lines
as ﬁxed effects (95% conﬁdence interval). Considering
that zebraﬁsh individual behavior is correlated with size
(Polverino et al. 2016) and knowing that the size-selective
treatments modiﬁed the size at age of the selection lines
(Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015), it is conceivable that individual size differences among the selection lines could have
masked harvesting-induced changes in terms of individual
behavior. We thus estimated the effect of size (standard
length) as a covariate against individual behavior. We im-

plemented a second set of models with a size-matched data
set. The response variables were modeled by using linear
mixed models and implementing all possible models (i.e.,
four) with individual body length as covariate, selection
lines as ﬁxed effect, and selection line replicate as random
intercepts. Likelihood ratio tests were used to assess the signiﬁcant effect of selection lines and body length (95% conﬁdence interval). All statistical analyses were implemented
using R (ver. 3.5.0; https://www.R-project.org/).
Shoaling Model (Burst-and-Coast Model)
To unravel the mechanistic underpinning of our experimental results, we implemented a nonevolutionary burstcoast agent-based model (ﬁg. 2; video S1 [videos S1–S5
are available online]; table 1). We built this model with
the purpose to represent the experimental data and to assess at what extent the use of environmental versus social
cues drives changes in shoal cohesion (ﬁg. 1). Therefore,
the model is not intended to represent evolutionary mechanisms but rather to investigate the mechanisms behind the
experimental results linking individual-level traits (e.g.,
swimming speed and burst rate using environmental vs. social cues) to group-level emergent properties, such as shoal
cohesion (ﬁg. 1). To do that, we reproduced the burst-coast
swimming typical of zebraﬁsh by a burst phase, initiated at
a rate g, in which a ﬁsh i accelerates along a constant force
→
(Fi ) for the duration of the burst (tb). If the ﬁsh does not
burst, it coasts (i.e., its acceleration force is zero, F i p 0)
by decelerating as a result of friction (friction coefﬁcient
b) and keeps its heading direction (^e∥,i ). This behavior corresponds to the changes in position →
r i and velocity →
vi according to
d→
ri
p→
v i,
dt

→
i

v p vi (cos φi , sin φi )T p vi^e ∥,i ,

dvi
p 2bvi 1 F ∥,i ,
dt

dφi
1
p F ⊥,i ,
dt
vi

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

with vi and φi being the ﬁsh speed and its heading direction, which are altered by the force components parallel
FFF, i and perpendicular F⊥,i to the heading direction ^e∥,i , respectively (Romanczuk et al. 2012).
We represented the trade-off between individual vigilance and the use of social cues in the following way. During each burst, the ﬁsh decides whether to react to social
(i.e., other conspeciﬁcs) or random environmental cues
with probability Psocial and 1 2 Psocial , respectively. The re→
action strength F p jFj is in both cases the same; only the
force direction distinguishes them. The vigilance is the
rate of bursts based on environmental information
genv p g ⋅ Penv p g ⋅ (1 2 Psocial ):

ð3Þ
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Figure 2: Scheme of the model parameter estimation that was used. The green rectangle represents the optimizer, which updates the model
parameters. The update runs until the error function, which compares experimental measures with simulated measures, is minimal (A). The
round arena shows representative experimental (blue) and simulation (orange) trajectories of an individual of the random-harvested line
together with detected burst events (circles; B). The schematic model description shows that at each burst an individual can follow with
probability Psoc social cues or with probability Penv p 1 2 Psoc environmental cues (C). The social response of a focal individual to its
neighbors depends on how far away they are; that is, it is repelled (r) from close neighbors, aligns its orientation (o) with intermediate
neighbors, and is attracted (a) to neighbors at larger distances (i.e., these zones of behavioral response are exclusive rings around each individual; C). The plots show velocity and acceleration of representative experimental (D, F) and simulated (E, G) trajectories.

The social force direction ^f soc is implemented according
to a well-established three-zone model (Couzin et al.
2002). A ﬁsh reacts by turning away to avoid collisions
at short distances r ! r r , by aligning at intermediate distances r r ! r ! ro , and by being attracted at large distances r o ! r ! r a (ﬁg. 2C). The direction of the alignment force of ﬁsh i is the sum of the velocity differences

→
ji

v p→
vj 2 →
vi to its nearest neighbors in the alignment
zone.
We assume interactions with the nearest neighbors
(Voronoi tesselation; Strandburg-Peshkin et al. 2013). If
multiple zones are occupied, including the repulsion zone,
alignment or attraction neighbors are ignored. Otherwise,
the force direction is the weighted average of the alignment
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Table 1: Model parameter overview
Value

Symbol

Largeharvested
line

Randomharvested line

Smallharvested
line

Unit

Description

Repulsion range
Alignment range

rr
ro

3.92
...

4.44
rr

4.71
...

cm
cm

Attraction range

ra

15.84

18.45

19.5

cm

234.4
.71

193
.74

cm/s2
1

Agents closer than rr repel each other
Agents at a distance of rr ≤ r ! ro align
with each other
Agents at a distance of ro ≤ r ! ra
attract each other
Acceleration strength during bursts
Probability to follow social cues during a burst event
Duration of a burst
Frequency of burst events per second
Deceleration strength due to friction
(always active)

Burst force
Probability of
social burst
Burst duration
Burst rate
Friction coefﬁcient

F
Psoc
tb
g
b

215.1
.5
.089
5.7
...

.091
6.3
2.51

.097
4.7
...

s
1/s
1/s

Note: Boldface parameters (burst force, probability of social burst) are estimated by ﬁtting the values of nearest-neighbor distance and the mean individual
speed of the model simulation to the experimentally observed values. The other parameter could be estimated without explicitly simulating the model. The
alignment range ro of each selection line is identical to the corresponding repulsion range rr (i.e., there is no alignment zone). The friction coefﬁcient is the
same for all selection lines.

and attraction direction. The weights are the number of
neighbors in the respective zone.
The environmental force direction ^f env is random if no
threat is detected (see “Predator and Fishing Simulations” for possible threats). This is motivated by the ﬁsh
misinterpreting noncontrollable random perturbations
(e.g., water reﬂections) as a threat and responding to them
accordingly.
Additional parameters describing the repulsion force
from the wall are avoided by a parameter-free wallavoidance mechanism ensuring that the ﬁsh avoids the
wall while pursuing its intended direction (video S2; for
details, see the supplemental PDF, available online). An
overview with a short description of all model parameters
is given in table 1.
Parameter Setting
For the model to resemble the experimental data (ﬁg. 2B,
2D–2G), we directly measured the parameters if possible
or minimized the error of the simulations with respect to
experimental data via a numeric optimizer (ﬁg. 2A). Six
of the eight parameters were inferred from experimental
data without the need to explicitly run model simulation
( table 1). The remaining two (parameters in bold in table 1)
were set by repeatedly simulating the model and reducing
the error to the experimental values of the group structure
(i.e., NND) and the individual dynamics (i.e., average individual speed) as described below (ﬁg. S2). We aimed at
explaining the differences in NND between the selection
lines. Because any of the eight parameters could contribute

to the differences, we estimated each parameter for each
selection line separately. However, the friction coefﬁcient
is assumed to be the same for all lines because it was not
behavior dependent, and size effects were found to be negligible (see the supplemental PDF, sec. II.A).
The simulation-free parameter estimation was possible
for the friction coefﬁcient b, burst-rate g, and duration tb
and for the range of each social zone (rr, ro, ra). We split individual trajectories in burst and coast phases. A burst
phase of a shoaling ﬁsh is characterized by an increase in
its speed. The friction coefﬁcient b is the deceleration during coast phases (ﬁg. S5). The term 〈t〉 was the mean burst
length, and 〈g〉 was the mean number of burst events per
time unit. However, they are different from the model
parameters tb and g. Burst events can overlap each other
and consequently reduce the measured burst rate and prolong its duration (ﬁg. S2D). With a model generating simple binary time series, we accounted for this effect (see the
supplemental PDF, sec. II.A).
We set the range of each social zone by minimizing
the angle (error) between the predicted and the experimentally observed direction after a burst (ﬁg. 2A; supplemental PDF, sec. II.A). The predicted burst direction
of a ﬁsh is the social force direction computed from its
neighbors’ relative positions and velocities (see the supplemental PDF, sec. II.A).
A simulation-based parameter estimation was necessary for the burst force F and the probability to respond
to social cues Psoc. We minimized the squared differences
(error) between the simulated and experimentally observed values of the NNDs and the average individual
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speeds. Both measures are emergent properties of the
model, which require its explicit simulation (ﬁg. 2A). The
differences were standardized by their experimental standard deviation (supplemental PDF, sec. II.B). We restricted
the search space by setting lower and upper bounds for the
parameters (see the supplemental PDF, sect. II; table S2).
We did not minimize the error to the experimental polarization because (i) it did not differ between selection lines;
(ii) the width of the orientation zone, mostly inﬂuencing
the polarization, was already estimated from data; and
(iii) boundary effects could affect it (i.e., ﬁsh might be attracted to the wall but avoid it at close ranges, which could
lead to a confounding alignment with the wall). For the minimization we applied the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES; Hansen and Ostermeier 1996),
from the Python package pycma (Hansen et al. 2019), which
is a good choice for a multimodal, noisy-error landscape.
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effect (Landeau and Terborgh 1986), the disruption of
the predator focus by a large number of individuals who
are difﬁcult to distinguish by phenotype and movement,
is believed to be one key beneﬁt of group living (Krause
and Ruxton 2002). We model the probability of a prey
to be successfully captured if it is closer to the predator
than r capture p 5 cm within a small time window [t, t 1
dt] as
psuccess,i (t, dt) p pconfuse (t) ⋅ ga dt:

ð4Þ

Here, ga p 1=s is a base predator attack rate and pconfuse(t)
represents the confusion effect that modulates the attack
rate. The confusion term decreases psuccess with increasing
number of perceived prey Nsensed in a sigmoidal fashion
(see the supplemental PDF, sec. I.E). Thereby, N conf p 4
is the number of sensed shoaling ﬁsh at which pconfuse p
0:5 (Landeau and Terborgh 1986), and a ﬁsh is sensed if
it is closer than r sense p 4rcapture .

Predator and Fishing Simulations
We used the agent-based model representations of the
three selection lines to investigate whether the size-selective
harvest could impact the ability of the shoals to evade a
natural predator and different ﬁshing gear. We simulated
N p 30 shoaling ﬁsh in a box (length [L] p 100 cm) with
periodic boundary conditions. Three scenarios were considered: (i) natural predation—including the confusion effect (Milinski 1977)—by a single mobile predator following
the closest ﬁsh, (ii) ﬁshing by a single agent without information about the position of the shoal (random search,
similar to a ﬁsher on a boat without an echo sounder),
and (iii) ﬁshing by multiple aligned agents moving on a
straight line toward the center of mass of the shoal (e.g.,
commercial trawling informed on the position of the shoal).
In contrast to the simulation with only shoaling ﬁsh,
now the environmental force direction ^f env is given by a direct avoidance force (repulsion) away from the simulated
predator/ﬁshing agent, if it is detected. The detection probability is maximal up to the detection distance rf p 7 cm ≈
3 body lengths, and it decays linearly until it equals 0 at
r p 35 cm ≈ 14 body lengths. All additional parameters
for the three scenarios are explained below (summarized
in table S3).
Natural Predator
The predator moves directly to the closest ﬁsh (video S3)
with vnet p 20, 25, 30, and 35 cm/s, which is larger than
the average speed of shoaling ﬁsh (〈v〉 ≈ 15 cm/s) because predators are usually larger than prey and therefore can swim faster (Howland 1974; Domenici 2001).
Most predators attack a speciﬁc ﬁsh and therefore need
to focus on it before attacking. The so-called confusion

Fishing Agents
Fishing agents always capture a shoaling ﬁsh if it is closer
than r capture p 5 cm. Fishing gears were simulated by
varying the speed of the ﬁshing agents (vnet p 7:5, 15,
22:5 cm/s).
In the scenario with a single ﬁshing agent (video S4),
the agent performs a random search with constant speed
vnet. Its angular change is given by dφ=dt p j^φ y (t) with
y(t) as white noise. For different speed values the angular noise strength, j^φ , is adapted such that the persispﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tence length is constant j^ φ p jφ vnet (i.e., the change
in angle after traveling a certain distance is independent
of its velocity; see the supplemental PDF, sec. I.E).
In the scenario with multiple aligned ﬁshing agents
(video S5), the agents (N f p 50; red) are aligned on a
line spanning L=4. After traveling for a distance L=2,
the ﬁshing agent array is recreated at a distance of L=4
away from the center of mass of the shoal and restarts
its movement in its direction.
Results
Shoaling Behavior
We found that mean interindividual distance was repeatable across time (Radj p 0:51 [0.21–0.79]; P ! :001;
group tracking at 150–190 days after fertilization). The
results of the individual tracking at 190 days after fertilization indicated a signiﬁcant effect of the selection lines
on mean interindividual distance, independently of measuring it in centimeters (x22 p 8:8, P ! :05) or mean
body length (x22 p 7:4, P ! :05; ﬁg. 3A). By contrast, we
found a trend of selection lines on mean NND when measuring it in centimeters (x22 p 5:3, P p :070; ﬁg. 3A),
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mented group risk-taking behavior (ﬁg. 3B; note that in this
study we used the same groups of ﬁsh previously used to
test group risk-taking in Sbragaglia et al. [2021b], we but
tested at different days after fertilization). Furthermore, the
interindividual distance and the NND also showed a strong
positive correlation (Rc p 0:88, F 1, 28 p 207:2, P ! :001),
which means that the change in interindividual distance
was not related to a split of the main group into multiple
subgroups.
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As expected, the body size at age of the experimental ﬁsh
varied signiﬁcantly among the selection lines (x22 p 28:3,
P ! :001; ﬁg. 3C). The individual burst rate within the
shoal was signiﬁcantly (x22 p 44:6, P ! :001) different
among selection lines. Speciﬁcally, the small-harvested
line, but not the large-harvested line, bursted less frequently than the control line (ﬁg. 3D). Furthermore, the
individual swimming speed was signiﬁcantly (x22 p 47:8,
P ! :001) different among selection lines. Again, the smallharvested line, but not the large-harvested line, showed
a slower swimming speed than the control line (ﬁg. 3E).
Note that the burst rate showed a positive correlation with
the swimming speed (R p 0:51, F 1, 142 p 148:6, P ! :001;
ﬁg. 3F), which suggests that differences in burst rate were
the main cause of variation in swimming speed.
To control for possible confounding effects of body
size, we composed a subsample of the data set with sizematched individuals without signiﬁcant (x22 p 1:1, P p
:592) differences in body length among the lines (ﬁg. 3C).
The above mentioned differences in speed and burst rate
among the selection lines were still signiﬁcant for both
burst rate (x22 p 34:1, P ! :001; ﬁg. 3D) and speed (x22 p
32:6, P ! :001; ﬁg. 3E) when the subsample of size-matched
individuals was used in the analyses. Moreover, body size
did not relate to burst rate (x22 p 0:03, P p :858) and
swimming speed (x22 p 0:4, P p :519).
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Figure 3: Group-level results at 190 days after fertilization for mean
nearest-neighbor distance (NND; body length [bl]; A) and interindividual distance (bl; A, inset) together with the correlation between
mean NND and previously documented group risk-taking behavior
(i.e., time spent feeding at the surface at 230–240 days after fertilization; for more details, see Sbragaglia et al. 2021b; B). Individual-level
results for body size (C), burst rate (D), and speed (bl/s; E) as well as
the correlation between burst rate and speed (F). The selection lines
are indicated by different colors. Vertical lines with circles (C–E) refer
to the entire data set (N p 48), while lines with squares refer to the
subsample of size-matched individuals (large harvested [LH]: N p 24;
random harvested [RH]: N p 36; small harvested [SH]: N p 40).
The dark circle and square represent the median, and vertical lines
represent the ﬁrst (25th percentile) and third (75th percentile) quartiles. Triangles and crosses (A) correspond to raw data of the two different replicates.

while it had a signiﬁcant effect when measuring it in
body length (x22 p 7:8, P ! :05; ﬁg. 3A). In particular,
the large- and small-harvested lines tended to form less
and more cohesive shoals than the control line, respectively
(ﬁg. 3A). Moreover, we did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant effect of
selection lines on group polarization (x22 p 0:7, P p :716;
mean 5 SD across selection lines: 0:4050:06). We also
found a negative correlation (Rc p 20:38, F 1, 28 p 12:5,
P ! :01) between mean NND and the previously docu-

Mechanistically Linking Microlevel Interactions among
Individuals with Macrolevel Collective Outcomes
We allowed each parameter except for the friction coefﬁcient to vary between the model representations of the
selection lines (parameters summarized in table 1). The
selection lines were about equal in burst duration (tb),
and the differences in burst rate (g) corresponded qualitatively to the experimental equivalents (ﬁg. 3D). The
range of the social zones (rr, ro, ra) differed in the same
manner as the experimentally observed body lengths
(ﬁg. 3C; i.e., the on-average smaller ﬁsh [large-harvested
line] had shorter repulsion, orientation, and attraction
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zones, and vice verse for the larger ﬁsh [small-harvested
line]). The probability to follow environmental cues (Penv;
ﬁg. 4A) and the burst force (F; ﬁg. 4A, inset) were set such
that the model representations of NND (ﬁg. 4C) and
mean individual speed (ﬁg. 4D) were as close as possible
to the experimental data. Interestingly, vigilance, deﬁned
here as the product of burst rate and Penv, was greater than
the control line for the large-harvested line and lower for
the small-harvested line (ﬁg. 4B). The same qualitative
differences were reported for group risk-taking behavior
in a previous study, where behavior was measured at different days after fertilization (Sbragaglia et al. 2021b; see
also ﬁg. 3); thus, results were robust. A possible mechanistic explanation for the observed differences in cohesion is
that the bolder individuals of the small-harvested line
were less vigilant, which causes them to respond less frequently to environmental cues in contrast to social cues,
which consequently increased their cohesion (vice versa
for the large-harvested line). To substantiate this explana-
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tion we reestimated the parameters F, Penv by enforcing
that all selection lines shared the same Penv. Without the
ability to differ in Penv, and thus in vigilance, the model
representations were unable to reproduce the experimentally observed cohesion pattern (ﬁg. S12).

Mortality Rates in the Predator and Fishing Contexts
The simulation results showed that if the natural predator
moved slower, both size-selected lines had a higher mortality rate than the control line (ﬁg. 5C). By contrast, when the
predator moved faster, the large-harvested line experienced higher mortality than the control line, while the
small-harvested line did not show major differences. In
both ﬁshing scenarios (ﬁg. 5D, 5E), the large-harvested line
had a lower mortality rate than the control line, and vice
versa for the small-harvested line (ﬁg. 5D, 5E). Note that
when the confusion effect was turned off, the mortality
rates observed in the natural predator scenarios were similar to those of the ﬁshing scenarios (ﬁg. S3B). This suggests
that the differences in group cohesion among the selection
lines (ﬁg. 4C) inﬂuenced the mortality rate of the natural
predator (i.e., the confusion effect is stronger in more cohesive shoals because individual ﬁsh are at lower risk in
denser regions, which could also be applied to relative position within the shoal). The confusion effect as explanation is further supported by the average distance of the
shoaling ﬁsh from the predator/ﬁshing agent. The distance
was greater than the control line in all of the scenarios
for the large-harvested line, and vice versa for the smallharvested line (ﬁg. S3I–3P). Thus, the ﬁsh shoals avoid
the natural predator as well as they avoid the ﬁshing agents,
but the predator is confused by the cohesive shoaling (for
details, see the supplemental PDF, sec. III).

Discussion
Figure 4: Fitted model representation of the different selection
lines. To resemble the experimental observations, the probability
to follow environmental cues (A) and the burst force (A, inset) were
set for each selection line. The vigilance genv is the product of Penv
and the burst rate g (B). The average nearest-neighbor distance
(NND; C) and the average individual speed (D) are emergent properties of the model and were used to quantify how well the parameters (Penv, g) reproduce the experimental observations. Triangles
represent the model parameters or the simulation outcomes of
the parameter set with the best match to the experiment. Dashed
lines (A, B) represent a parameter set of a different initialization
and therefore show the robustness of the best matching parameter
set (triangles). The horizontal solid lines (C, D) represent the experimental values. Note that in contrast to ﬁgure 3, units are in
centimeters because the modeled agents have no body length. The
selection lines are indicated by different colors. LH p large harvested; RH p random harvested; SH p small harvested.

We showed that ﬁve generations of size-selective harvesting followed by eight generations during which harvesting
halted left a legacy in terms of zebraﬁsh shoaling behavior.
Shoal cohesion changed in the direction expected by the
trade-off between individual vigilance and the use of social
cues (Krause and Ruxton 2002). In particular, using the
agent-based model, we revealed an increase of individual
vigilance in the large-harvested line that was linked to a decrease of attention to social cues, leading to less cohesive
shoals (vice versa for the small-harvested line). We also explored possible consequences for ﬁshing and natural
mortality. Speciﬁcally, the shoaling behavioral changes induced by large size-selective harvesting (i.e., a typical selectivity pattern in many ﬁsheries) may decrease mortality in
ﬁshing scenarios but increase natural mortality.
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Figure 5: Simulation snapshots are shown for the scenario with a predator and single ﬁshing agent (A) and for the scenario with multiple
ﬁshing agents (B), with shoaling ﬁsh in black and the predator and ﬁshing agents in red. The mortality rate (i.e., prey captured or ﬁshed per
time unit) was computed for a natural predator moving with vnet p 20, 25, 30, and 35 cm/s (C); for a single ﬁshing agent (D); and for multiple ﬁshing agents distributed on a line (E). The ﬁshing agents moved with vnet p 7:5, 15, and 22.5 cm/s, indicated by rhombus, circle, and
triangle, respectively. The shoaling ﬁsh had a mean speed of about 〈v〉 ≈ 15 cm/s. The markers (C–E) represent the relative change in mortality rates (i.e., the mortality rates were reduced and divided by the mean of the random-harvested line). The markers and error bars indicate the mean and standard deviation estimated from samples of 400 simulations of N p 30 shoaling ﬁsh in a box 100 cm long, with
periodic boundary conditions. LH p large harvested; RH p random harvested; SH p small harvested.

The trade-off between social and environmental information was a key assumption of our integrative approach
and was supported by the fact that individual vigilance is
mediated by a speciﬁc sensory machinery, and therefore
individuals cannot access both types of information perfectly at the same time (Rahmani et al. 2020). Previous
experiments demonstrated that individuals show weaker
responses to environmental information if they are more
aligned with group members (MacGregor et al. 2020) or
if they are in a social context (Domenici and Batty 1997;
Hess et al. 2016). The model we used is similar to previous
work in terms of splitting the movement of shoaling ﬁsh
into an active phase and a passive phase (Bode et al.
2010; Harpaz et al. 2017; Calovi et al. 2018). However, it
provides a novel perspective about collective movements
of ﬁsh shoals by linking risk perception and movement
decisions. In fact, most previous models of collective behavior accounted for only social information (Vicsek
et al. 1995; Couzin et al. 2002; Romanczuk et al. 2009; Bode
et al. 2010; Calovi et al. 2018), while our model explicitly
considered the trade-off between random environmental
cues and social cues. The previous simulation studies that
considered similar mechanisms (e.g., when moving agents
directly react to a nonconspeciﬁc cue as a predator [Demšar
et al. 2015; Olson et al. 2016; Klamser and Romanczuk
2021] or to a food patch [Couzin et al. 2005]) allowed the
moving agents permanent access to nonsocial information
without any detriment to the perception of social cues (i.e.,
without any attention trade-offs). In our model, individual
vigilance limits the general capacity to react to social cues
and thus affects the individual behavior even in the absence
of environmental cues. Another major difference to most
existing models (Vicsek et al. 1995; Couzin et al. 2002; Jolles
et al. 2017; Calovi et al. 2018) is that the individual speed
is not a model parameter but emerges from the interplay

of rate, strength, and duration of bursts with the tendency
to follow environmental cues. Especially, accounting for the
possibility of the individual to burst being triggered by either social cues or environmental cues adds a novel, yet
ecologically relevant, behavioral dimension to our agentbased model.
We can exclude as a possible mechanism the changes
of instantaneous shoaling behavior mediated by a direct
link between perceived risk and shoal cohesion (i.e., the
higher the risk, the more cohesive the shoals; Speedie and
Gerlai 2008; Sosna et al. 2019). Indeed, the documented increase in vigilance in the large-harvested line with respect
to the control line, which we assumed associated with decreased boldness, would have increased the perceived risk
and consequently would have increased shoal cohesion
(and vice versa for the small-harvested line), which is the
opposite of what we found in our work. Our results also
do not agree with patterns of behavioral adaptations that
would be expected following life history theory. In fact,
the pace-of-life syndrome hypothesis would have predicted
that evolution of a fast life history, as that documented in
the large-harvested line (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015), should
be linked to increased boldness (Réale et al. 2010), which
should in turn have decreased individual vigilance according to our assumption. However, we found an increase
of individual vigilance in the large-harvested line with respect to the control line. Therefore, it is more likely that
the behavioral adaptations documented here were caused
by selection of speciﬁc behavioral phenotypes involved in
mediating energy acquisition and consequently size at harvest (Enberg et al. 2012; Sbragaglia et al. 2021b). One could
also expect that zebraﬁsh can attain a higher food consumption rate when they are in small groups than when
they are alone (Harpaz and Schneidman 2020). Therefore,
the large size-selective harvesting treatment could have
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removed individuals that fed in small groups because such
behavior could have provided advantages in accessing food
and hence increased size at harvest; this could have fostered the evolution of reduced shoal cohesion (and vice
versa for the small size-selective harvesting). However, previous results on the selection lines showed that when
assaying individual female sociability, the small-harvested
line was found to be less social than the control line, while
the large-harvested line was not found to differ from the
control line (Sbragaglia et al. 2019a). Thus, we suggest that
direct selection on sociability was not a major driver of the
changes in shoal cohesion documented here. An alternative mechanism recently proposed for obligate schooling
species by Guerra et al. (2020) that might also alter shoaling
is purely based on individual preferences for large group
sizes. In our study, we focused on shoaling, which is a general term referring to ﬁsh that could either simply aggregate
and interact in time and space or move in a very coordinated and polarized way that is typical for obligate schooling
species (e.g., sardines). Zebraﬁsh can perform both shoaling
and schooling behaviors (Miller and Gerlai 2012), but our
results showed that polarization did not change in response
to size-selective harvesting, which suggests that the mechanism described here does not affect the polarized movement
of schools. It is plausible that harvesting-induced evolution
affects multiple traits related to shoaling behavior that could
vary depending on the speciﬁc selection patterns and the
ecology of the exploited species (Claireaux et al. 2018; Sbragaglia et al. 2021a); disentangling the pathways of such
evolutionary mechanisms constitutes a fertile ground for
future research.
The simulations of natural predation and ﬁshing revealed that the shoaling behavioral changes of the largeharvested line could affect both ﬁshing and natural mortality. Speciﬁcally, in our simulations the increase in individual
vigilance of the large-harvested line decreased vulnerability
of shoals under a multitude of simulated ﬁshing scenarios
considering single and multiple ﬁshing agents moving at
different speeds. Fisheries-induced evolution of group behavioral traits (i.e., shoal cohesion) can have strong repercussions in many shoaling teleosts when attempting to reduce risk of natural predation (Pitcher et al. 1996). Our study
suggests that intensive harvesting directed at the larger individuals of a population could shift the ﬁtness optimum of
shoaling behavior in the opposite direction of what natural
selection would favor. Evolution under anthropogenic selection has been demonstrated to occur within a few generations (Conover and Munch 2002; van Wijk et al. 2013;
Carlson et al. 2014; Heino et al. 2015; Uusi-Heikkilä et al.
2015; Renneville et al. 2020) and could impede recovery
of exploited population even after harvesting halted (Enberg
et al. 2009; Wootton et al. 2021). Here, we provide the ﬁrst
functional integration of individual vigilance into mecha-
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nisms governing group dynamics with respect to ﬁsheries
and natural predation. Previous studies have shown that
ﬁsheries-induced evolution of life histories can substantially increase natural mortality (Jørgensen and Fiksen 2010;
Jørgensen and Holt 2013). We propose that the decrease
in shoal cohesion emerging from the evolution of individual vigilance can be a further mechanism by which natural mortality increases in a ﬁsheries-induced evolution
context where large individuals are preferentially harvested.
We therefore extended the framework presented by Jørgensen and Holt (2013) for unselective harvest, revealing an
insofar unknown mechanism by which ﬁsheries-induced
evolution of individual behavioral traits through size selection may drive collective outcomes that may affect natural
mortality in shoaling ﬁshes.
Our experimental approach has some limitations that
are important to be addressed in future research. First,
the control line has been exposed to harvesting, and it
could have evolved some domesticated traits, which may
prevent a complete translation of our results to wild evolutionary contexts. It is important to remark that we assumed
that the random harvesting of the control line did not
affect vigilance (i.e., boldness) or life history as expected
in response to elevated and unselective harvesting (Jørgensen and Holt 2013). The main reason is that such life history evolution is expected mainly if individual ﬁsh can reap
the beneﬁts of multiple spawning (e.g., repeated spawning
by maturing early), which was not the case in our experimental system. Second, the selection lines were not exposed
to predation pressure or any form of density variation
through overlapping generations during the selection experiment. The evolutionary trajectory of shoaling behavior
could have been dampened by the presence of predation
pressure and could reduce the effects described here. Third,
the consequences presented in the output of the simulations represent what is expected according to the current
evolutionary state of our experimental system (ﬁve generations of selection followed by eight generations during
which harvesting was halted). We did not consider evolution in the agent-based model, which implies that our modeling approach lacks eco-evolutionary feedback (Hendry
2020). Similar artiﬁcial selection approaches have been
used in several model systems to quantify rapid evolutionary processes (Walsh et al. 2006; Kotrschal et al. 2020; Morgan et al. 2020), which provide an opportunity for comparing results across evolutionary drivers and model systems
that can be used to formulate hypotheses for future empirical in situ studies and additional eco-evolutionary models.
Fourth, we measured the impact of size-selective mortality
at the phenotypic level without providing genetic support
for evolution. However, previous analyses revealed that
genetic changes have indeed taken place in the zebraﬁsh
selection lines (Uusi-Heikkilä et al. 2015), and we also
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demonstrated here that shoaling behavior was a repeatable
trait, which suggests that it is potentially heritable. Fifth,
shoaling behavior is inherently complex, and other factors
that were not considered here could play a major role. For
example, time spent feeding could be traded off with risk of
predation (Pitcher et al. 1996; Schaerf et al. 2017), or shoal
cohesion could be directly affected by light levels (Milne
et al. 2005). Most importantly, we cannot exclude that presenting a real predation risk during the shoaling trial could
have changed our results. Finally, we considered one of the
key features of group vigilance (many-eyes effect) by assuming that the larger the group is, the more often the environment is scanned and threats are detected (Godin et al.
1988). However, we did not address possible effects of social or group vigilance associated to preferential scanning
of the environment. In particular, we assumed that individuals scan the environment without considering the position
of conspeciﬁcs, which could not be the case according to
previous research. Indeed, it is suggested that individuals
of mosquitoﬁsh (Gambusia holbrooki) mostly scan regions
of the shoals where there are no conspeciﬁcs (Ward et al.
2011). If this is the case in zebraﬁsh, it could alter our
results.
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Conclusions

Data and Code Availability

Our work shows that ﬁsheries-induced changes of shoal
cohesion are possible through an evolutionary mechanism
driven by individual-level changes in vigilance that scale up
to affect shoaling dynamics. Our modeling approach suggests that the evolution of shoaling behavior may increase
natural mortality when large ﬁsh are selectively harvested.
Our results provide an experimental baseline for understanding the impact of size-selective harvesting, as well
as other similar patterns where survival is strongly inﬂuenced by body size, on shoaling behavior. We hope that
our study stimulates more research on the effects of ﬁshing and other stressors on shoaling behavior and studies
on possible consequences for population dynamics and
ﬁsheries (Sbragaglia et al. 2021a).
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